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RasPad OS

RasPad OS is a customized operating system for the SunFounder Raspad and is based on

the Raspberry Pi OS. For customer convenience, it adds a touchscreen-friendly RasPad

launcher and useful apps. If you have any questions, please go to the FAQ to find the

desired answer!

Burn System and Startup

1. Prepare the tool for image burning. Here we are using Etcher, which you can download

here: https://www.balena.io/etcher/.

2. Click this link to download the RasPad OS image:

https://www.raspad.com/pages/download

3. Unzip the package downloaded and you will see the .img file inside.

4. Flash the image into the Micro SD card with Etcher. Firstly choose RasPad 3 image file,

then click the Flash, and wait for the installation to be done.

5. Insert the SD card that is already flashed image into RasPad 3 and press the power

button to start.

https://www.balena.io/etcher/.
https://www.raspad.com/pages/download
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Page Introduction

Choose the country and language at your first use and then tap Reboot Now.

You can see the launcher/app draw of RasPad OS. On the left are some categories; on the

right are some Apps in the relevant categories.
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Home: Here are some commonly used Apps of RasPad 3.

Programming: Some programming Apps.
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Education: Here are some Apps about Education, mainly concerning design and

simulation of digital logic circuit.

Office: Here are some Office Apps.

Internet: There are some Network Interaction Apps, including two kinds of browsers and

one E-mail Apps.

Sound & Video: There are some audio-relevant Apps, containing audio control software

and media player.
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Graphics: Here are some Apps relevant to the images, including two image process Apps.

Game: There are some kinds of games.

Accessories: Some tools of RasPad 3 are provided.
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Help: You can ask help from here.

Preference: You can modify the the default settings and parameters according to your

needs.

Run: Try to run a command line.

：Log in your RasPad OS account.

： The power button of RasPad OS has the functions of powering off, restarting,

logging out the raspberry pi account.

：Tap here to modify your default country and language.
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Connect Wi-Fi

Tap at the upper left, and exit the launcher/app draw to back the desktop.

①When the Wi-Fi is not connected, tap it and turn on the Wi-Fi connection.

② Choose country.

③ Choose Wi-Fi, and enter password.

④ Now the Wi-Fi is connected. Put the cursor on the Wi-Fi icon to view the IP address.

Introduction of some software

Scratch 3

Scratch 3 is a children's programming tool based on graphical drag block. It has three

main sections: a stage area, block palette, and coding area.

By tapping or dragging the block to the coding area, we can realize the visual program.

Then the wizard on the stage area will do the programmed action. Scratch 3 here works as

a drawing editor and sound editor, on which you can modify the wizard appearance,

background and sound.
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Scratch 3 also has many powerful extension libraries that allow users to add new sets of

blocks connected to hardware and software components to use Scratch 3 to perform

more tasks.

Ezblock Studio

Ezblock Studio is a graphical programming software designed by SunFounder. It can be

used to program and control various SunFounder robots such as PiCar-X, PiCrawler,

PiSloth and so on

If you don't know how to write Ezblock code, you can click the Examples and select one of

the examples to learn Ezblock code writing.
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Chromium Web Browser

Chromium is a free and open-source software project from Google. The source code can

be compiled into a web browser. You can browse the website or visit Web Store on the

Chromium.

Minecraft

Minecraft is a popular sandbox open world building game. A free version of Minecraft is

available for the Raspberry OS; it also comes with a programming interface. This means

you can write commands and scripts in Python code to build things in the game

automatically. It's a great way to learn Python! Click Start Game to continue or restart

your archive, or tap Join Game to join a friend's match. Note that if you use RasPad, you

need an external mouse and keyboard because Minecraft currently does not support

touch screen operations.
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Mu

Mu is a very simple to use Python editor and IDE (integrated development environment)

for beginners.

Mu has a more concise programming pages than other Python editor. It aims to make

beginners pay more attention to the use of Python syntax than that of Python editor.

Booted Mu, you have a choice about how to use it. If you want to switch to other modes,

you can click the Mode on the top left to reselect the mode.
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Libreoffice Office Kit

We'll introduce you a Libreoffice office package. Libreoffice Writer is a text-editing

software that provides the similar basic features of Microsoft Word. Libreoffice Calc is a

spreadsheet software equivalent to Microsoft Excel functionality. Libreoffice Impress can

be used to watch and make presentations with similar functions to that of Microsoft

PowerPoint. Below we open the editing page of Libreoffice Writer.
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File Manager

File manager is a software that provides a user page to operate a file system, on which

you can create, open, rename, move or copy, and delete files. Besides, File Manager also

allows you to modify the file properties and set the read and write permissions for the file.

Terminal

The terminal on the RasPad OS allows users to control the system directly by using

commands. These commands can be chained together and/or combined together into

complex scripts that can potentially complete tasks more efficiently than much larger

traditional software packages.
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Install Software in RasPad OS

The easiest way to manage installing, upgrading, and removing software is using APT

(Advanced Packaging Tool)

To install or remove packages you need root user permissions, so your users need to be in

sudoers or you must be logged in as root.

Note that installing software uses up disk space on your SD card, so you should keep an

eye on disk usage and use an appropriately sized SD card.

Also note that a lock is performed while software is installing, so you can't install multiple

packages at the same time.

Software Sources

The APT keeps a list of software sources on your Pi in the /etc/apt/sources.list file. Before

installing software, you should update your package list.

sudo apt update

Install Packages Using APT

sudo apt install tree

Typing this command should inform the user how much disk space the package will take

up and ask for confirmation of the package installation. Entering Y (or just pressing Enter,

as yes is the default action) will allow the installation to occur. This can be bypassed by

adding the -y flag to the command:

sudo apt install tree -y

Installing this package makes tree available for the user.

Using an Installed Package

tree is a command-line tool which provides a visualization of the structure of the current

directory, and all its contents.
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-Typing tree runs the tree command.

tree

-Typing man tree gives the manual entry for the package tree.

man tree

-Typing whereis tree shows where tree lives:

whereis tree

Uninstalling a Package with APT

You can uninstall the package using the following command line.

sudo apt remove tree

The user is prompted to confirm the removal. Again, the -y flag will auto-confirm.

You can also choose to completely remove the package and its associated configuration

files.

sudo apt purge tree

Upgrading Existing Software

If software updates are available, you can get the updates.

sudo apt update

Then upgrade all packages.

sudo apt full-upgrade

You can also upgrade specific packages (which may be useful if you're low on disk space

or you have limited download bandwidth)

sudo apt install somepackage
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Update/Upgrade RasPad OS

On the RasPad OS desktop, tap the personal user icon at the lower left, then log in to your

RasPad OS account, select the Update option on the left, tap the Check, and system will

automatically check the update; if a new version is found, select the update.

More

If you encounter some common problems, you can go to the RasPad FAQ in the home

menu to find answers. If your question is still unresolved, you can send us your question

via "Contact Us" on the FAQ page.
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